Fruit of the Loom, Inc. recently received the Walmart Sustainability Award at Walmart's Annual Supplier Summit held in Bentonville, Ark. on Feb. 26.

FOTL, Inc. was recognized as Walmart's leading supplier for overall impact in our ongoing sustainability efforts. The Company was selected from a list of applicants who actively participate in Walmart's Project Gigaton program. The primary initiative of Project Gigaton focuses on reducing greenhouse gases from the global value chain.

FOTL, Inc. was selected as the winner of this award for achieving the following:

- Maintaining a Sustainability Index of 80%
- Joining the Mills Sustainability Program in 2018 (Higg Index)
- Being recognized as a Project Gigaton "Giga-Guru" for two years in a row (setting SMART goals and sharing them publicly)
- Being a founding and active General Merchandise Collaboration Board / Sustainability member
- For our extensive use of renewable energy in our manufacturing processes

This is the first year that FOTL, Inc. has received this award.
For more information about Project Gigaton, click HERE.

To read about Walmart's most recent sustainability commitments, click HERE.
Fruit Of The Loom
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Reduce emissions 100,000 MT by 2025 -
Reduce Energy Consumption 40% by 2025 -
30% Renewable Energy in our Owned Facilities by 2025